Public questionnaire distributed March 2011 on the new Hungarian constitution

(1) Should the new constitution declare only rights or should it also declare obligations of citizens (work, study, national defense, environment)?

(2) Should the new constitution restrict the extent of sovereign debt and thus accept responsibility for future generations?

(3) Should the new constitution bring under its protection common values such as family, labor, home, order and health?

(4) Should the new constitution grant voting rights to the parent of a minor on behalf of his/her child?

(5) Should the new constitution permit taxing the cost of raising children?

(6) Should the new constitution undertake responsibility for future generations?

(7) Should the constitution declare that only companies with a transparent ownership should have access to state funds?

(8) Should the new constitution express the value of national togetherness with Hungarians living beyond our borders?

(9) Should the new constitution provide protection for the biodiversity of the Carpathian Basin?

(10) Should the new constitution provide special protection of national assets, especially arable land and water supplies?

(11) Should the courts have powers to give life prison sentences that cannot be changed?

(12) Should the new constitution define sanctions for no-shows before a parliamentary committee for a hearing?